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WHAT IS CHEMMANAGER+?
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ChemManager+ is a platform for managing chemicals that integrates with ShopUW+ and 
supports research, instructional, safety, and risk staff in their work. It is part of a 
multifaceted project to update, standardize, and improve procurement processes across 
the University of Wisconsin System. It allows us to:
• augment our ability to ensure the safety of faculty, staff, and emergency responders
• facilitate the work of faculty and staff to order, track and dispose of chemicals
• better manage costs for units through better sourcing, tracking, and inventory control
• enhance our ability to demonstrate compliance to regulating agencies.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ChemManager+ is a robust chemical management system that will be made available to research, instructional, safety, and risk staff.  The module provides safety resources while managing chemicals from “cradle to grave” as we call it or in this case purchase to disposal or complete use of the material while allowing users to manage costs better and demonstrate compliance. It integrates with ShopUW+, which you may be familiar with.



EXPECTATIONS

• Labs are expected to purchase chemicals through ChemManager+.
• Once you receive the containers, you will need to add a barcode and assign those 

containers to a specific room in your lab. You may choose to further categorize them into 
sublocations, such as shelf or fridge, within each room.

• Chemicals not purchased through ChemManager+ need to be manually added to your 
ChemManager+ inventory.

• If you transfer a container from one location to another, you should update the 
ChemManager+ entry. This ensures we maintain an accurate inventory of chemicals at each 
location.

• Once you have used the contents of a container, it should be disposed of appropriately. You 
are expected to update the container status in ChemManager+ so that is shows it has been 
disposed of.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Labs are expected to purchase chemicals through ChemManager+.  Once you receive the containers, you will need to add a barcode and assign those containers to a specific room in your lab. You may choose to further categorize them into sublocations, such as shelf or fridge, within each room.Chemicals not purchased through ChemManager+ need to be manually added to your ChemManager+ inventory.  There are efficiencies with ordering through ChemManager+.If you transfer a container from one location to another, you should update the ChemManager+ entry to ensure an accurate inventory of chemicals at each location. Our expectation in ChemManager+ is to use original container capacity (amount on label) as the quantity. You do not need to track amounts within the container, but you may do so if you so desire.Once you have used the contents of a container, it should be disposed of appropriately and update the container status in ChemManager+ so that is shows it has been disposed of.



A selection of agencies that 
may require chemical and 
reagent information from us

• Center for Disease Control (CDC)
• Department of Natural Resources 

(DNR)
• Department of Safety and 

Professional Services (DSPS)
• Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA)
• Emergency Planning and Community 

Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA)
• Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) 
• Emergency Planning Comm. Right to 

Know Act (EPCRA)
• International Building Code (IBC)
• International Fire Code (IFC)
• Local Emergency Planning 

Committees 
• National Fire Protection Agency 

(NFPA) 
• Occupational Safety and Health Act 

(OSHA) 
• Superfund Amendments 

Reauthorization Act (SARA)
• WI Commercial Building Code (WCBC)
• Wisconsin Emergency Management 

(WEM)
• Police and Fire Department

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Chemical and reagent information is utilized in many ways and serves many purposes- operationally, safety-wise, and regulatory compliance-wise.  You can see many of the needs for this information on this slide.



RESOURCES & SUPPORT

Tipsheets and videos
• https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp
• Click on the ChemManager+ category on the left-hand side.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Resources and SupportTipsheets and videos are available on ShopUW+. Click on the ChemManager+ Resources category on the left-hand side.  For videos, click on the “Video” link for Getting Started and Shop & Receive.  The tipsheets capture steps that we will be going through in this training.

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


RESOURCES & SUPPORT

Your friendly, local US&A Staff
• safety-office@uwm.edu 

Problem Solvers (Customer Service)
• Website: https://shopuwplus.wisc.edu/support/#Contact
• Phone: (608) 263-3100
• Email: uwsaproblemsolvers@uwsa.edu 

Website Resources
• ChemManager+ Project Page: https://shopuwplus.wisc.edu/chemmanager/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jennifer Herriges, PJ Egan, and myself are here to assist you with getting started in ChemManager+.For more urgent questions or service, contact Problem Solvers, a ShopUW+ Customer Service group.Or, visit other website resources at these links.

https://shopuwplus.wisc.edu/support/#Contact
https://shopuwplus.wisc.edu/chemmanager/


GETTING INTO CHEMMANAGER+

Step 1: Log in to ShopUW+

Click this link to log in to ShopUW+: 

https://solutions.sciquest.com/apps/Router/SAMLAuth/UWisconsin. 

Read any messages and act on any prompts.

Scroll down until you find this area. 

Click on the Lab Supplies tile.

ShopUW+ is the procurement 
management system for all UW 
System schools. ChemManager+ is a 
“punchout” from ShopUW+.

ChemManager+ works 
best in Chrome

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin using ChemManager+  To get started, 

https://solutions.sciquest.com/apps/Router/SAMLAuth/UWisconsin
https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


GETTING INTO CHEMMANAGER+

Step 2: Entering ChemManager+

On the next screen, find and click on the 
ChemManager+ tile.

See the Tip Sheet at https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp
https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


GETTING INTO CHEMMANAGER+

Step 3: Set up your defaults

Your first task will be to set your primary location.

First: Choose your institution
Second: Choose your building
Third: Choose your floor

Fourth: Choose your lab from the list

Then click Save.

ChemManager+ has a hierarchical 
structure, so you must choose your 
institution (campus) before you can 
choose lower-level locations. 

Your “primary location” is the place 
your chemicals are most likely to be 
located.

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You are prompted to set Defaults only the first-time logging in.  However, the defaults can be updated at any time.Once you select your institution, you will only see that institution going forward.If you are not prompted for this info with a pop-up window, click on the silhouette in the upper right-hand corner and select User Preferences.  Here you can enter primary location by clicking the magnifying glass.

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


GETTING INTO CHEMMANAGER+

Step 3: Set up your defaults

On the next screen:

• Ensure Yes is selected for Pre-printed Bar Codes.

• Enter your contact phone number in the Phone # field.

• Update your email address, if needed, in the Email field.

Then Click the Save button in the upper left corner.

NOTE: The confirmation message “Operation completed successfully” will appear in the upper right 
corner of the page.

See the Tip Sheet and video at https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp
https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


GETTING INTO CHEMMANAGER+

Step 4: Finding the ChemManager+ Landing page

Click the ChemManager+ logo in the top left corner to go to 
the ChemManager+ Landing Page.

Before you can use ChemManager+, you must read and 
acknowledge the Privacy Notice. Then click close.

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


GETTING INTO CHEMMANAGER+

Step 4: Finding the ChemManager+ Landing page

The ChemManager+ Landing Page looks like this:

You can customize this screen by 
adding tiles and changing colors using 
the gear icon in the lower right 
corner of the screen

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


WHAT SHOULD BE ORDERED 
IN CHEMMANAGER+?

Kits
Enzymes
Buffers
Biologics
Commercial 
cleaning aids

Items without a 
CAS# such as 
• test tubes
• gloves
• other 

consumables

Not required to 
add to inventory.

Suppliers and products are 
continually being added to 
ChemManager+.

If a product is available in 
ChemManager+, you 
should order it through 
ChemManager+. 

Available in Available in
Available in

or

These items may
be added to your  
ChemManager+ 
inventory.

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Products with a CAS # 
from these suppliers:
• Abcam
• Bio-Rad
• Dot Sci
• Fisher Sci
• Life Tech
• Meta Sci
• MidSci
• Qiagen
• Santa Cruz
• Sigma
• VWR

Including, but not 
limited to:
• Chemical reagents
• Gas cylinders
• Solvents

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


CONTAINERS VS MATERIALS

Containers are the physical bottles, jars, boxes, etc. that contain 
chemicals.

Each container gets a unique ChemManager+ barcode. You can give each 
container a descriptive Label Name in ChemManager+. This is the name 
you will view and search by. 

All Containers are associated to a Material Profile.

The Material Profile contains the data associated with the container’s 
chemical substance. This includes: 

• Proper Chemical name and identifiers (CAS #, MDL, Chemical 
Structure)

• Safety information (SDS, GHS Hazards)
• Physical Properties

Containers

Material Profile

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Barcodes will be supplied by US&A initially.  We have 195,000 of them.Containers are the items you will track in ChemManager+.  Each Material could have several to many containers.

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


SHOPPING FOR CHEMICALS

Laboratory chemicals must be 
ordered in ChemManager+ (items 
with CAS#). Items without a CAS# 
(test tubes, gloves, and other lab 
supplies), should be ordered in 
ShopUW+. 

Step 1: Searching for chemicals

Click on the Source Search tile.

Then enter a chemical name, CAS number, chemical formula, or catalog number into the search bar. 

Then click on Search.

This user is searching for acetonitrile in 
labs, stockrooms, storerooms, hosted 
catalogs, and eMolecules.

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


SHOPPING FOR CHEMICALS

Step 2: Adding materials to your cart using hosted (preferred) suppliers

Once the search results are complete, click on the Hosted button. 

If you have a lot of results, use the filters on the left side of the screen to narrow 
the results. First select the options, then click the filter icon at the top of the 
screen.

Once you find the materials you want, click the shopping cart icon.

The i icon displays information from the supplier about the material.

The heart icon adds the material to your favorites. This is useful if you regularly 
order materials from a supplier. 

1

2

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you do not find materials that are already on-hand, you can purchase them from suppliers at the hosted catalogs which you may be most familiar with- Sigma Aldrich, VWR, Fisher, etc.

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


SHOPPING FOR CHEMICALS

Step 2: Adding materials to your cart using eMolecules

Once the search results are complete, click on the eMolecules button. 

eMolecules provides direct access to a vast collection of readily available 
advanced chemical intermediates from hundreds of suppliers. Results are 
displayed in order of speed of delivery – accelerated, Tier 1, Tier 2, etc.

You can use the filters on the left side of the screen to narrow the results. You 
can also use the i icon to display information from the supplier about the 
material. You cannot designate favorite eMolecules supplies. 

Once you find the materials you want, click the shopping cart icon.

A small sample of 
suppliers:
• Ambeed
• Chem-Impex
• Combi-Blocks
• Medchem

Express
• Oakwood 

Products
• TCI America

eMolecules suppliers are a feature of 
ChemManager+ and are NOT 
available in ShopUW+.

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can also purchase materials from eMolecules.click on the eMolecules button. eMolecules provides direct access to a vast collection of readily available advanced chemical intermediates from hundreds of suppliers. Results are displayed in order of speed of delivery – accelerated, Tier 1, Tier 2, etc.You can use the filters on the left side of the screen to narrow the results. You can also use the i icon to display information from the supplier about the material. You cannot designate favorite eMolecules supplies. Click on Shopping Cart to add to cart.

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


SHOPPING FOR CHEMICALS

Step 3: Ordering

As you add materials to your cart, a blue number will display on the cart icon in the top right corner of the screen. 
Click on this icon to view your shopping cart.

If an Action Required icon is displayed, click the icon.  

You may have one or two actions to perform:

Linking an incorrect material profile 
will associate the wrong chemical 
and safety information for the 
container. If unsure which profile to 
choose, contact your Institution EHS 
team. 

• Click the Fix icon (red wrench)   
• Select a material from the list that 

represents the cart item 
• Click the Select button, in the lower 

right corner

• Click the Fix icon (red wrench)   
• Select a class of material from the list 

that represents the cart item 
• Click the Select button, in the lower 

right corner 

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Your cart in the upper right-hand corner will update with a blue number as items are added.  

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


SHOPPING FOR CHEMICALS

Step 3: Ordering

Once you are ready to submit your order, click on the Proceed to Checkout button.

Verify the Cart Name, Container Owner, Container Location, and item information is correct.  

The Cart Name will be different in ShopUW+. 

Click the Send to ShopUW+ button, in the upper left corner. 

Follow the ShopUW+ process to complete the shopping cart.

See the Tip Sheet and video at https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp.

This location is where the container will be 
added to inventory when it is received!

Your shipping address is set up in ShopUW+.

user@system.edu

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp
https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


RECOMMENDED SCANNERS

Scanners are used to simplify the process of engaging 
with 10-digit barcodes such as receiving and disposing of 
a container.

These are the recommended barcode scanners for 
ChemManager+. They are easy to set up using the 
included instruction manuals or online resources.

Tethered Wireless

Unitech MS836 Adesso NuScan 4100B

ShopUW+ Info:
Vendor: CDW Government 
Catalog #: 6265946; 
Manufacturer Part #: 
MS836-SUCB00-SG

ShopUW+ Info:
Vendor: Staples Advantage
Catalog #: IM14D4295
Manufacturer Part #: 
NUSCAN 4100B

When you set up your scanner, make 
sure that it is configured to insert a 
carriage return after each scan. This 
will save you having to hit the enter 
key on your keyboard after every 
scan. 

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


RECEIVING AND BARCODING 
CONTAINERS

Once the supplies you ordered arrive at your lab, the 
containers need to be logged in ChemManager+ using a 
process called Receiving.

In this process, a unique ChemManager+ barcode is 
attached and associated to the physical container and 
then assigned to the container record in ChemManager+.

See the Tip Sheet and video at https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

ChemManager+ barcode labels are 
available in two sizes and can be 
ordered from ShopUW+ in the MDS 
Corestock-Labels catalog.

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It does not matter which barcode gets assigned to each container, but each container must have a unique identifier (the barcode number) in ChemManager+. No barcode number can be repeated anywhere inside ChemManager+: We are ensuring this by providing the preprinted barcodes. Manufacturers barcodes cannot be used- they are not unique!�This task is to be done by the lab specific personnel who open chemical packages.

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp
https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


ADDING INVENTORY

All chemicals available in ChemManager+ must be ordered 
through ChemManager+, rather than through ShopUW+ or 
directly from a supplier using a Pcard. By doing this, we can 
negotiate better pricing for everyone in UW System and reduce 
administrative burden on staff.

Chemicals not ordered through ChemManager+ (such as  
existing legacy chemicals or items not available in 
ChemManager+) will need to be manually added into your 
ChemManager+ inventory.

Bulk container uploads are possible 
from existing inventories using excel 
templates. Contact US&A for more 
information on this process.

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


ADDING INVENTORY

Log in to ChemManager+ and select the Material Search tile. 

Enter the name of the material in the white Name field and 
click the blue Search button. Note that this is an exact match 
search – check your spelling!

Select the appropriate material profile and then click on the 
Create Container icon (a + next to a container) under the 
Action tab for that item.

New Materials can be created if the substance does not 
currently exist (Only available for PIs, Lab Managers and EHS 
Managers). Contact US&A for assistance with materials!

Care must be taken to prevent 
multiple material profiles created for 
the same chemical. Search by CAS or 
other synonyms before creating a 
new material!

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


ADDING INVENTORY

Apply a barcode to the container and then enter that barcode 
in the space provided and click on Add+. Then click the blue 
Continue button.

Complete the necessary fields in the Create Container edit 
page. This includes information requested in the General, 
Product Information, Dates, and Locations boxes. You can also 
reserve the item for a project, if you have these set up, and add 
attachments.

Click Create Container + at the top of the screen.

If successful, the confirmation "Container created" appears in 
green in the upper right of the screen.

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


PROJECT SPACES

In ChemManager+, it is possible to create a project space for your lab. 
When you reserve containers to your project, only users who are in your 
lab can see the lab inventory.

For more details on this functionality, see the two Tip Sheets at 
https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp. They allow you to:  

• Create and Manage Project Spaces in ChemManager+ 
(Only available for PIs, Lab Managers and EHS Managers)
• Reserve and View Project Space Containers in ChemManager+  

In early 2023, project spaces will be 
replaced by a PI function that will 
work in a similar way.

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When “adding a project,” be sure to click Yes on Default Reserve Container.

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp
https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


MANAGING CHEMICAL CONTAINERS

Once your container is in ChemManager+, these functions can be performed to 
help you manage your inventory.

• Search and View Containers in ChemManager+
• Create Containers in ChemManager+
• Edit Containers in ChemManager+
• Transfer Containers in ChemManager+
• Dispose of a Container in ChemManager+
• Search for Containers with Specific GHS Hazards in ChemManager+
• Search for Items Due to Expire in ChemManager+
• Update Container Expiration Date in ChemManager+
Tip Sheets are available for these actions at: https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

When you transfer a container from 
one location to another, the 
ChemManager+ record should be 
updated accordingly.

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp
https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


USING AND DISPOSING OF CONTAINERS

When you are ready to dispose of a 
container, you can find it in 
ChemManager+ using the unique barcode. 

Click the check box to select the container 
for disposal.

Click the Operations button and select 
Dispose Empty. 

Click the Save button to confirm the 
disposal. 

For more, see the Tip Sheet at 
https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

There is no change to your current 
physical process of disposing of 
chemicals and chemical containers. 
Contact US&A with any chemical 
disposal questions.

Find help here (select the ChemManager+ category):

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dispose: Do not use unless directed by US&A staff. Keeps container quantities in the lab’s inventory. 

https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp
https://go.wisc.edu/l12rvp


ONE LAST RESOURCE…
• For additional functionality guidance, utilize the Help button (?) in the upper right-hand corner, which will open a 

new browser tab.
• On the tab, use the Search box in upper right-hand corner or search via topics in left-hand box.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is one last resource you should be aware of- the Help button in the upper right-hand corner of the ChemManager home page, which is a gray question mark.Clicking Help opens another browser tab where you can search for the topic you need assistance with in the upper right-hand corner of the page or use the topics in the gray left-hand area.   



QUESTIONS

Getting stuck is no joke. If you need help, have questions, or 
are not sure about something, email UW-Milwaukee Project 
Team at:

safety-office@uwm.edu

mailto:safety-office@uwm.edu
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